Agents’ Day & Pitchfest
12:30 - 2:00 PM

JANUARY 8TH

AGENT PITCH WORKSHOP

FLAMINGO HOTEL

2:30 - 4:30 PM

2777 FOURTH ST.
SANTA ROSA 95405

AGENT PANEL/ GENERAL MEETING
4:30 - 6:00 PM

ROOMS WILL BE POSTED
IN THE HOTEL LOBBY.

PITCHFEST

AGENT PITCH WORKSHOP (12:30 - 2:00 pm)
MODERATOR: CATHARINE BRAMKAMP

$20

For members only

All Redwood Writers invited, whether pitching or not.

Brush up on your summary, your bio and your platform before you pitch this afternoon.
This is a workshop style event during which we will all provide suggestions and feedback
so you are ready to pitch with clarity and confidence.
Catharine Bramkamp publishes both prose and poetry. A long time Redwood Writers
member, she edited the poetry anthology And The Beats Go On. She has published 15
books including two on writing. As a WNBA-SF member she had coached for two
Pitch-O-Rama sessions. She helped those aspirational writers and she can help you too.

The Power Of Four! What’s hot, what’s not, and how do you find
that perfect agent fit ? Join us for a panel discussion and Q & A
about the publishing industry. A great way to start the new year!
Laurie McLean
Partner Fuse Literary

Jennifer Tran
Fuse Literary

PANEL / GEN. MTG.
$5 MEMBERS
$10 NON-MEMBERS

Mary Moore
Lisa Abellera
Both with Kimberly Cameron & Associates

▶ Following the agents’ panel discussion, each agent will entertain pitches
from Redwood Writer’s members.
▶ To sign up for a pitch session, email Catharine at bramkamp@yahoo.com
Put ‘Agents’ Day’ in the subject line.
▶ $20 to pitch. Pitches will take place in our meeting room.
▶ Each pitch will be for 5 minutes (really, they can tell if the project will work for
them in that amount of time).
▶ Pitch rules are the same.

Flyer Design by April Green

Laurie is looking for adult genre fiction (romance, fantasy, science fiction, mystery, thrillers, suspense, horror, etc.)
plus middle-grade and young adult children’s books. Jennifer is looking for women’s fiction, commercial fiction,
nonfiction/memoir, YA, and graphic novels. Mary is looking for fantasy, science fiction, upmarket “book club,” genre
romance, thrillers with female protagonists, and stories from marginalized voices. Lisa is looking for science fiction,
fantasy, upmarket fiction, historical fiction, mystery/suspense/thrillers, YA and middle grade children’s books.

